Molecular machines from biology and nanotechnology often depend on soft structures to perform mechanical functions, but the underlying mechanisms and advantages or disadvantages over rigid structures are not fully understood. We report here a rigorous study of mechanical transduction along a single soft polymer based on exact solutions to the realistic three-dimensional wormlike-chain model and augmented with analytical relations derived from simpler polymer models. The results reveal surprisingly that a soft polymer with vanishingly small persistence length below a single chemical bond still transduces biased displacement and mechanical work up to practically significant amounts. This "soft" approach possesses unique advantages over the conventional wisdom of rigidity-based transduction, and potentially leads to a unified mechanism for effective allosterylike transduction and relay of mechanical actions, information, control, and molecules from one position to another in molecular devices and motors. This study also identifies an entropy limit unique to the soft transduction, and thereby suggests a possibility of detecting higher efficiency for kinesin motor and mutants in future experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unlike macroscopic machines and devices made of rigid 23 materials, molecular counterparts from biology and nanotech- 24 nology often depend on soft structures to perform mechanical 25 functions. Indeed, soft polymers like peptides, nucleotides, and 26 synthetic polymers execute mechanical actions and transduc- 27 tion in biological molecular motors [1] [2] [3] [4] as well as rationally 28 designed nanomotors [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] and simpler force-generating or 29 actuating devices [21] [22] [23] from DNA nanotechnology and 30 supramolecular chemistry. Soft polymers are also used in 31 nonmotor applications to transmit mechanical actions, control, 32 information, and molecular agents from one location to an- 33 other. Examples include mechanical transduction via polymer 34 brushes, collectively [24] , remote asymmetric control [25, 26] [27, 28] based on steric hindrance between nearest neighbors, 38 and site-specific delivery of molecules [29] by a swinging 39 polymer immobilized at one end. 40 Perhaps the most remarkable example for polymer-based a persistence length of ∼1 nm versus a total contour length 52 of 10 times as long. Second, the transduction is repeatable 53 as both the neck linker and the track-bound leg remain intact 54 when the latter catalyzes reaction of a chemical fuel driving the 55 zippering. Third, the end-to-end transduction started from an 56 active control (i.e., zippering) may be regarded as a generalized 57 allosteric control through an entirely disordered and open 58 polymer, while the allosteric control [30] by its conventional 59 definition occurs within the close-packed structure of a folded 60 protein molecule. 61 The zippering effect, if taken out of the specific context 62 of kinesin motor and placed in a wider perspective, can be 63 generalized into a single-way downhill transduction from an 64 actively imposed orientation control at one end of a sin- 65 gle soft polymer to mechanical outcomes at the other end 66 (i.e., biased positioning and force). Such an orientation-based 67 intramolecular transduction has the potential to serve as a 68 unified physical mechanism for allosterylike transduction of 69 positioning, force, information and control, and molecular 70 agents beyond steric effects and in a repeatable manner. This is 71 because the transduced biased positioning and force can further 72 generate mechanical work, encode information, and facilitate 73 control or molecular delivery. 74 For macroscopic machines or devices, it is common wisdom 75 to use rigid components instead of soft ones for effective 76 mechanical transduction. This conventional wisdom holds 77 presumably also for molecular-scale transduction via a single 78 polymer, since thermal fluctuations reshape a soft polymer 79 more easily than a stiff polymer, and hence seriously affect the 80 transduction effectiveness by the former. It remains unclear 81 how to use soft polymers to do effective transduction at 82 the molecular scale, and whether any minimal requirement 83 of the polymer softness exists for practical transduction. It 84 end referred to as the A end (at the origin point of the coordinate 137 system and oriented along the z axis) and the free end referred (a) The red line denotes a polymer with one end (A end) fixed at the origin of the coordinate frame (x, y, and z axes) and the other end (B end) free. The two vectors t A and t B denote the orientations of the two ends. The force applied in the middle of the polymer represents a mechanical load. The gray spherical symbols on the z axis denote the association units for the B end. (b) The dashed lines indicate the two feet of kinesin and the subunits (α/β tubulin) that compose the track (microtubule filaments). The broad red line is the neck linker which connects the two feet. The black arrow denotes the zippering effect that controls the orientation of the linker. "+" and "−" denote the polarity of the track. bending rigidity. We extend an exact solution for the two-143 dimensional (2D) WLC model to the three-dimensional (3D) 144 model and apply it to the specific setup of the model (see 145 Methods). Thus, we are able to rigorously enumerate the 146 bending energy and entropy of the three-dimensional WLC 147 polymer in the setup and with a constant load added to the 148 polymer at any point along its contour. The exact solution 149 yields the position distribution of the B end [Q(r B )] averaged 150 over all possible polymer configurations under a load, thereby 151 allowing evaluation of the displacement or work transduction 152 that is precise within the framework of the WLC model. To 153 assist analysis of the numeric WLC results, the polymer is 154 also modeled using the freely joined-chain (FJC) model that 155 represents completely flexible polymers made of segments of 156 identical length (b) but without any bending rigidity.
We consider the orientation of the A end to be absolutely 158 fixed toward the forward direction of the z axis for the first part 159 of this study (see Results, Secs. III A-III D). This constraint is 160 relaxed later (Sec. III E). For the relevance to small nanomotors 161 and nanodevices, the total contour length (l c ) of the polymer is 162 kept short, which is 10 nm in most of our calculations [except 163 Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)] and all the discussions. The persistence 164 length (l p ) of the WLC and the segment length (b) of the FJC 165 are chosen to be smaller than this contour length (10 nm) for 166 representing soft polymers.
167

III. RESULTS
168
A. Transduction of biased displacement
169
With the A end oriented (t A ) along the z axis, the distribution 170 of the B end [Q(r B )] derived from the 3D WLC model is biased 171 along the z axis [ Fig. 2(a) ]. The biased displacement is also 172 indicated by the asymmetric profile [F (z B ) = −k B T ln Q(z B )] 173 of the polymer free energy versus the position of the B end 174 along the z axis [ Fig. 2(b) ]. A molecular motor like kinesin 175 often harvests the biased displacement for directional motion 176 by periodic binding sites that capture the polymer's freely 177 diffusing end [ Fig. 1(a) ]. Now imagine that two binding sites 178 per amino acid [2, 35] ). Considering kinesin's measured step 210 size [43] of l step ≈ 8 nm, the l step /l c ratio has a value of 0.8.
211
Kinesin's neck linkers have a persistence length [35, 44, 45] of 212 l p ≈ 1 nm, which is rather low compared to the contour length. Fig. 2(b) ], of-221 fering support for reliability of the WLC solution in this study. 222 Importantly, the experiment-matching bias and barriers are 223 predicted for an orientation control no more than aligning the 224 contour vector associated with the fixed end of the transduction 225 [i.e., t A in Fig. 1(a) aligned along the z axis]. This amounts to an 226 orientation control within one persistence length, which turns 227 out to be enough for achieving effective transduction up to the 228 level of kinesin's zippering.
229
The WLC results in Fig. 2(b) indicate that a softer polymer 230 has higher free-energy barriers for large transducing steps with 231 l step > 0.7l c (l c = 10 nm). Such barriers are mainly caused by 232 entropy reduction of the polymer during its extension to cover 233 the large transducing steps. Hence, higher barriers indicate 234 fewer probabilities for the polymer to extend, and thereby a 235 longer time for the diffusing end to complete the transduction. 236 For example, a polymer with a very small persistence length of 237 l p = 0.25 nm has a barrier of ∼20 k B T to reach the forward site 238 at the transducing step of 0.7l c . For kinesin under an opposing 239 load of ∼6 pN, the postzippering intramolecular diffusion 240 of the mobile leg encounters the same barrier of ∼20 k B T , 241 namely, the zero-load barrier [42] of ∼8.7 k B T plus the load-242 induced extra barrier of ∼11.7 k B T (i.e., load times kinesin's 243 step size at room temperature). A previous first-passage-time 244 calculation [37] for the mobile leg's intramolecular diffusion 245 found a time of ∼10 ms to cross the barrier. A simulation study 246 [48] of an artificial protein motor found the same magnitude for 247 the crossing time for a similar barrier. These results suggest that 248 the transduction time for very soft polymers is still fast enough 249 for real applications. 
261
The bias for such a short persistence length is ∼7.3 k B T for 
274
The convergence at l step l c is also observed for the bias 275 predicted from Gaussian approximation [41] . Besides, the 
C. Analytical relations for displacement bias
299
To quantify the displacement bias and rationalize the 300 numerical WLC results, we derive analytical relations from 301 the simpler FJC model. In the regime of small displacement 302 (l step l c ), Gaussian approximation is valid, yielding the bias 303 (Appendix B 4)
Here b is the Kuhn length (b = 2l p ), n D is the dimension 305 of the polymer (n D = 3, 2, or 1); n t is the number of segments 306 oriented along the z axis at the A end of the freely joined 307 chain. Equation (1) shows a finite bias even for extremely soft 308 polymers; i.e., Fig. 3(c) ].
310
For large displacement beyond Gaussian approximation, the 311 bias for a one-dimensional FJC follows (Appendix B 3):
For extremely soft polymers (b → 0), Eq. (2) yields a finite 313 bias, too, as
. This 314 relation, which can be expanded as
, recovers the result of Gaus-316 sian approximation at small l step /l c . The relation also explains 317 the steep increase of the bias with l step /l c approaching 1 318 observed in Fig. 3(c) . In Eq. (2), the ratio (l step − qb)/(l c − n t b) 319 decreases with increase in b for l step < l c and n t = 1, resulting 320 in a lower bias for higher b or equivalently higher persistence 321 This load displacement again matches the sum of the two bias 346 slopes.
347
The numeric results for the bias F (f ) also yield the stall Hence, the work harvested at a finite load equals the bias
The work-bias relation is verified by an analytical for-356 mula from the FJC model under Gaussian approximation 357 (Appendix B 4),
. (4) The first term on the left side is the bias without load, F (0), 359 shown in Eq. (1), and the term on the right side is the work for 360 soft polymers (b l c ) and small n t . 
E. Efficiency of work transduction
362
The above results show that a soft polymer can transduce an 
Equation (5) is general without any dependence on 384 specific polymer models (Appendix C). Equation (5 
As shown by the results in Fig. 6(c) , η approaches 100% 404 at a high l step /l c ratio for DF in F but remains below 405 100% for DF in > F . When the input energy ( F in ) is 406 within the polymer's transduction capacity ( F ), all the input 407 energy can be transduced to the work (hence perfect efficiency 408 approachable). However, the efficiency is limited apparently 409 below 100% for an input energy beyond the polymer's trans-410 duction capacity (i.e., DF in > F ), as the redundant energy 411 input ( F in − F ) cannot be processed by the polymer and 412 becomes waste. This is because the maximum work is capped 413 by the maximum displacement bias F that a polymer can 414 produce at the B end. Hence a key to promote the transduction 415 efficiency and the total amount of transduced work is to raise 416 F , which is also the polymer's inherent biasing capacity. For 417 a given polymer of a certain bias capacity, the transduction effi-418 ciency can be promoted by reducing the energy input as shown 419 by the results in Fig. 6(c) . We note that a redundant energy input 420 might be necessary for fast transduction in practice. 474 The results of this study show that controlling the orienta- positioning, work, force, information, control, and molecular 485 agents. This unified mechanism covers a wide range of appli-486 cations, including transduction of mechanical actions (biased 487 positioning, work, force) in molecular motors or simpler 488 nanoactuators [24] , remote point-to-point control [25, 26] (e.g., 489 via the polymer-transduced force and positioning), information 490 relay [27, 28] or signal transduction, site-specific delivery of 491 molecules [29] (e.g., in nanoassembly lines [53] ), sensing (e.g., 492 by site-specifically concentrating target molecules for higher 493 detection sensitivity), and sorting of molecular cargos (e.g., on 494 nanorobotic platforms [54] ).
B. Unified transduction and relay mechanism
495
These applications mostly have been demonstrated experi-496 mentally using other mechanisms, including steric hindrance 497 [27, 28] between closely packaged neighbors, chemical mecha-498 nisms [9, 18, 25, 26, 55] that inflict permanent changes to prevent 499 repeatable operation, or by random intramolecular diffusion 500 [29] , etc. The orientation-based transduction is an alternative 501 mechanism for actively controlled, repeatable, and long-range 502 operation. This mechanism was not unimaginable previously 503 after the discovery of kinesin's zippering effect, but little 504 experimental work has been done due to technical difficulty as 505 well as doubts of practical gain, perhaps. This paper's finding 506 of effective transduction even for an extremely soft polymer 507 removes the doubts, reduces the rigidity requirement, and dras-508 tically widens the pool of candidate polymers for experimental 509 implementation. Furthermore, the unified mechanism enables 510 development of modularized single-polymer transducers or 511 relay units, which might serve as a standard machine part for 512 flexible use in many molecular devices or motors. The technical difficulty to implement the transducers and 516 relay units is further reduced by the discovered usefulness 517 of very soft polymers. Indeed, the soft-polymer regime for 518 intramolecular transduction and relay possesses some advan-519 tages over the conventional wisdom of using a stiff polymer 520 for the purpose. A transducer or relay unit with a swing soft 521 polymer requires less space to operate than that with a stiff 522 polymer of the same contour length. Reducing the persistence 523 length for the polymer also reduces the required length for 524 orientation control, which may be within a single persistence 525 length from one end of the polymer as found by this study. 526 Therefore, compared to the stiff-polymer regime, the soft-527 polymer regime likely reduces implementation requirements 528 and leads to drastically downsized transducers or relay units, 529 which amount to a big advantage for operation within a 530 crowded environment in nanotechnological applications.
531
Not accidently, perhaps, the smallest motor protein discov-532 ered from intracellular transport is kinesin, which uniquely em-533 ploys a soft interleg chain for orientation-based transduction. 534 Other motor proteins like dyneins [4] and myosins [56, 57] use 535 instead a much more rigid interleg connection (e.g., coiled coils 536 [58] ). Interestingly, kinesin and the much bigger cytoplasmic 537 dynein walk on the same cytoskeletal track toward the opposite 538 direction, but kinesin produces a higher force [59, 60] when 539 both are caught in a tug of war. It is thus desirable to develop 540 artificial nanowalkers mimicking kinesin, but no one has yet 541 been successful to date. As a partial kinesin mimic, one DNA 542 bipedal walker [13] [14] [15] performance (e.g., directionality [10, 11, 17] , speed [13, 17] , and 547 efficiency [17] ). Their improvements [61, 62] will be helped by 548 this study in some aspects.
549
In fact, kinesin's individual leg (motor domain) plus the and relay unit also can be engineered from other proteins [63] 555 that are known to bind peptides or single-stranded nucleotides means like light irradiation [13, 19] and pH values [64] . A con-561 ceptual framework for these future developments is provided bound leg is triggered by ATP binding [65] at the leg, and 598 further consolidated by the hydrolysis reaction [66] Specifically, the neck linker's biasing capacity, which is an 612 inherent property of the polymer, likely limits the maximum 613 energy input from the ATP binding and hydrolysis, which are 614 two energy-releasing processes coupled to the mobile leg's 615 forward binding to the track. The phosphate dissociation from 616 the previously track-bound leg (now the trailing leg) is coupled 617 with the leg's dissociation off track. The neck linker's biasing 618 capacity is ∼8.3 k B T from the exact WLC results for the 619 relevant parameters [l c ≈ 10 nm, l p ≈ 1 nm, l step ≈ 8 nm, and 620 l step /l c ≈ 0.8, Fig. 6(a) ]. This biasing capacity amounts to the 621 maximum energy consumption associated with the forward 622 leg binding. Then the total actual energy input to kinesin 623 can be roughly estimated using a recent finding [67] [68] [69] 
630
The possibility that kinesin's energy input is limited by the 631 neck linker's biasing capacity is supported by two experimental 632 findings. First, as a common observation [43, 46, 47] from 633 different labs, increasing μ by raising ATP concentration 634 does not increase kinesin's maximum work output (i.e., its stall 635 force times the ∼8 nm step size) proportionally. Instead, the 636 stall force saturates [43] around ∼7.5 pN at the high μ limit 637 (for ATP concentration from ∼40 to 2000 μM), corresponding 638 to the highest work output ∼15 k B T (for room temperature). 639 This work value is near the μ * estimated from the biasing 640 capacity of neck linkers. In a contrast, the maximum work 641 by the 100% efficient F 0 F 1 rotor [71] follows closely the 642 change of μ with no saturation. Second, the WLC results 643 in Fig. 6(a) show that the biasing capacity drops when the 644 l step /l c ratio becomes lower, e.g., for longer neck linkers. 645 Such a kinesin mutant was constructed in a recent experiment 646 [72] (with 12 more amino acid residues for the interleg 647 linkers, corresponding to l c ≈ 14.4 nm and l step /l c ≈ 0.56). 648 This mutant indeed shows a maximum work lower than that 649 of native kinesin [46, 47] (by ∼6 k B T as estimated from the 650 observed ∼3 pN reduction [72] of stall force). On the other 651 hand, the exact WLC results predict that the bias capacity 652 drops from ∼8.3 to ∼2.5 k B T from the native neck linker to the 653 mutated one, with the ∼5.8 k B T gap near the observed work 654 reduction. Interestingly, the partial kinesin-mimicking DNA 655 walker [14, 15] also displays the same trend of performance 656 reduction with elongated interfoot linkers.
657
Hence the neck linker's inherent biasing capacity likely 658 limits the energy input to native kinesin, and even more to 659 the mutant as the latter's biasing capacity is far exceeded by 660 the fuel energy ( μ). Thus, reducing the excessive μ below the neck-linker-imposed limit μ * by concentration adjust- for μ adjustment is particularly big for the mutant kinesin,
679
implying a higher chance to verify the prediction.
680
As an encouraging sign, kinesin's capability for higher 681 efficiency is indeed proven by a recent experiment [74] by
682
Schaeffer and co-workers. They found that kinesin rotates uni-
683
directionally while walking at saturating ATP concentration.
684
The rotational work and translational work then add to yield improved directional bias and speed).
693
We note that kinesin's "zippering" effect is often likened 694 to a power stroke [2] . In a study [75] based on microscopic polymer-based transduction that may be driven by any means.
712
Furthermore, the transduction is mostly studied not as a cycle should also replace μ in Astumian's formula determining 742 the motor's stopping force (or maximum work output equiv-743 alently). The present study finds that μ * is subject to a 744 new limit from the motor's polymer construction (denoted 745 as μ * max ). If this motor-specific limit is apparently lower 746 than μ at saturating fuel concentrations (often used for 747 kinesin experiments), a certain amount of chemical energy, 748 μ − μ * max , is always wasted by the motor. Tuning down μ 749 near μ * max by lowering the fuel concentration might present 750 a chance to observe the same work output but less energy 751 input, i.e., higher efficiency. Hence the proposed possibility 752 for higher efficiency in kinesin and mutants is derived from 753 an extra limit to a parameter in Astumian's formulas for work 754 output and microscopic reversibility, without anything against 755 these formulas. Besides, the possible higher efficiency is not 756 based on more work from the actual energy input μ * but on 757 the neck linker's biasing capacity as a possible mechanism to 758 limit μ * below μ.
759
Reference [75] often leaves workers in the field wondering 760 whether kinesin has any meaningful reason at all to use the 761 zippering effect. In fact, Ref. [75] casts doubt only on the 762 previously narrow perception of this real polymer effect as 763 a so-called power stroke (i.e., "elastic energy stored by the 764 molecule and released during the conformational change" by 765 Astumian's definition in Ref. [75] ). The present study starts to 766 shed light on a new facet of this effect, which is relevant to a 767 motor's performance but in a way not related to any delayed 768 release of stored energy but more pertinent to a material's 769 capacity for energy processing. The polymer limit found in 770 this study is similar to the working substance and the cylinder 771 size that limits the actual amount of heat input into a Carnot 772 engine. Specifically, the heat input Q is capped by the 773 equation of state of the working substance and the cylinder 774 size restricting thermal expansion of the working substance, 775 i.e., Q = nRT ln(V 2 /V 1 ) for an ideal gas as the working 776 substance, with R as the gas constant, T the temperature, n the 777 gas's molar number, and V 1 and V 2 as the gas's volume before 778 and after the isothermal expansion. An oversupply of heat, e.g., 779 by redundant fuel burning in an internal combustion engine, 780 does not increase the effective energy input for the engine but 
807
The findings potentially lead to a unified soft-polymer-808 based mechanism for allosterylike relay and transduction of 809 mechanical actions, control, information, and molecules from 810 one position to another-a basic nanotechnological capabil-811 ity for wide applications ranging from molecular motors, 812 nanoactuators, signal transduction, and sensing, to molecular 813 delivery or sorting on nanoscale assembly lines or robotic 814 platforms. This study exposes the unique advantages of the 815 "soft" relay and transduction over the conventional wisdom 816 of stiff-polymer-based relay and transduction. While a soft 817 polymer for relay and transduction was not unimaginable 818 previously, serious doubts of practical gain have remained. 819 This study removes the doubt and offers timely guidelines for 820 developing soft transducers and relay units. The entropy limit 821 found in this study provides a conceptual framework for these 822 experimental developments, and also suggests a possibility of 823 detecting higher efficiency for kinesin motor and mutants in 824 future experiments.
825
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832
APPENDIX A: WORMLIKE-CHAIN MODEL WITH LOAD
833
A wormlike chain is an elastic structure with bending energy of 1 4 (
2 ds. n D is the number of 834 dimensions of the chain, t is the tangent vector along the chain's contour, and s denotes a position along the contour. Reference 835 [40] provided an exact solution to Q(r B ). Based on the method, we obtain the solution for a chain with a constant load attached 836 at an arbitrary position along the chain's contour. 
Three-dimensional chain
838
For a 3D WLC (n D = 3) with load f attached at s f and pulling opposite the z axis, Q(r B ) is
denotes path integration including all polymer configurations, t z is the portion of the vector t along the z axis, t A and 840 t B denote the vector t at the two ends of the polymer, and C is the normalization factor. The case without load attached is obtained 841 by assigning f = 0. A Laplace transformation on Q(r B ) generatesp(f k ), namely,
where τ = −is/l c and β = l c /l p . Ifp(f k ) is available, Q(r B ) can be derived by the reversed transformation. The mathematical form 843 of Eq. (A2) indicates the path integration can be interpreted as a quantum spin's evolution t(τ ) with the Lagrangian (dt/dτ ) 2 /2 + 844 
p(f k ) for the 2D case is computed using ϕ m = 1/ √ 2πe −imθ for the expansion basis,
Q(r B ) is derived by the reversed transformation similar to Eq. (A6) but for 2D. 
where N 1 + N 2 = N . r B is expressed through the free energy 878 and f k ,
The influence of the extra force on the free energy is 880 removed by the relation of F = G + f k r B .
881
Equations (B2) and (B3) show F implicitly depends on r B 882 through f k . The dependence of F (r B ,f ) is obtained numer-883 ically. Fixing the orientation of the first n t segments toward 884 the z axis is equivalent to shifting the profile F (r B ,f ) along 885 the direction with a distance of n t b. Meanwhile the contour 886 length is added to by n t segments, namely, l c = (N + n t )b. 887 Therefore, the bias generated at step size l step is F = 888 F (l step + n t b,−f ) − F (l step − n t b,f ). 
With the two equations, the bias F is derived following 895 the procedures for the 3D chain. 
The two equations yield the bias by the same procedures as 900 for the 3D chain.
901
The load-free bias in Eq. (2) 
The influence of the extra load is removed by F = G + 919 f k r B , which generates F (r B ,f ), namely, 
